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"Catholic Racism and its Viennese Opponents"

John Connelly

Introduction

On October 14, 1965 the bishops of the Second Vatican Council gathered to vote on a

resolution about Catholic relations to the Jews. Among other things, they were called upon to

consider the following propositions: that "Jews should not be presented as rejected or accursed by

God," that Christ's suffering and death "cannot be charged against all the Jews, without

distinction, then alive, nor against the Jews of today," and that "God holds the Jews most dear for

the sake of their Fathers."1 The vote in favor was so overwhelming - 1,937 bishops for and 153

against - that subsequent observers have regarded the outcome as almost necessary, and have

failed to appreciate the magnitude of the shift. The bishops had undone centuries of theologically

supported anti-Semitism, a tradition so massive that as recently as the 1950s Catholic

schoolchildren were routinely taught that Jews were a  rejected  people, cursed for “all time.”

Those who have tried to explain the Church's sudden course change - like Michael Phayer

or Robert Louis Wilken - focus on the role of the Holocaust in changing Catholic Sentiments

about Jews.3 Yet in fact, the destruction of Europe's Jews had little im ediate impact on official

teaching. The Vatican under Pius XII considered its role during World War II impeccable and

persecuted those few Catholics who explored ways of overcoming theologically grounded

contempt for Jews - like the group around Gertrud Luckner in Freiburg. Nothing changed until

John XXIII became Pope in 1958 and mandated a reappraisal of relations to other faiths.

Social scientists resist the idea that single persons might redirect the course of history, but

in Catholic-Jewish relations the outstanding role of the new pope is undeniable. Still, he did not
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werk alone. Wien John XXIII decided to Commission the Statement that the bishops ulümately

vote  upon, he dtew upon the expertise of Catholies who had been exploring  athways ont of

tra itional anti-Semitism fot decades - ftom a time when the Holocaust was imagined by no one.

One was Monsignor John M. Oes.eneicher of Seton Hall University in the United States. In (he

1930s, then known as Johannes, he had invited Jews and Christians ftom across Europe to

contribute new thinking on Jewish-Christian relations to his joumal DieErffllhmg, published in

Vienna. He was not alone. By 1935, a small cadte of anti-Nazi Catholies had converged upon

the Austrian Capital and was fitfully trying to formulate responses to the racist anti-Semitism

flowing in from  orth of the bordei.

Michael Phayer has compared such Catholic opponents of anti-Semitism to  sixteenth

Century scientists who suspected that the Sun did not revolve atound the eaith but could not

explain heliocentrism."4 How did the collaborators grouped around Oesterreicher succeed in

breaking through the virtually impenetrable thicket and theologic.l assumptions that govemed

Catholic thinking about Jews? My thesis is that the answer lies in the race question: specfically

in die Penetration of racism  eep into Catholic thought during the 1930s. This racism caused

influential Catholies in Central Europe to question the power of baptism to undo the allegedly

irirerited eyils of the Jewish character. They in tum triggered the vigorous Opposition of

Oesterreicher and his ftiends, many of whom were of Jewish origin. Through intense

confrontation with Catholic racism, Oesteireicher ulümately came to believe that such a thing as

purely religious anti-Semitism could not exist; as a corollary he concluded - remarkably for a

European writing in 1939 - that race itself did not exist.

In Central Euro e, racism and anti-Semitism had become so inextticably connected that

Opposition to one necessitated Opposition to the other. It is not a eoincidence that in the final



draft of Vatican II's declaration on the Jews - which Oesterreicher helped draft - the

condemnations of racism and anti-Semitism follow logically upon one another.

3

Catholic Racism a d t e Historiography of Catholicism

x recent years, historians have written important and revealing studies of Catholic anti-

Semitism. By now the failure of two popes to speak out in defense of Jews facing destraction

has become well-established.5 The failure of the Catholic Church in Central Europe to clearly

condemn anti-Semitism in these years has also been well-documented.6 But, with the exception

of Daniel Goldhagen, authors stop short of accusing the Church of racism or of racist anti-

Semitism. John Comwell, among the severest critics of Pius XII, writes that the prejudices

spread by the Jesuits' Italian language weekly Civilta Cattolica "were hardly inimical to the racist

theories that would culminate in the Nazis' furious assault upon European Jewry," but he does not

countenance the entry of these racist theories into Catholic thought, and maintains a strict

Separation between "racist anti-Semitism and religious anti-Semitism." Susan Zuccotti argues

o
that while Pius XI failed to speak out on anti-Judaism, he did condemn racism.

Supposedly, the church was the rare institution unafflicted by the mode   disease of

racism.9 The best evidence for this view is the Church's age-old openness toward converts

regardless of ethnicity. This stance was perhaps reinforced in the mode   age by political

Opposition to racism as one among a host of dangerous "materialist" doctrines.10

Scholars who have written on racism in the Catholic Church tend to emphasize earlier

episodes, especially the blood purity laws that restricted the access of Jewish converts to public

office in 16th Century Spain and 17th Century Rome. Yet these laws were revoked, and some
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historians note that later racial anti-Semites did not eite them as precedent.11 Other references to

Catholic racism are spri kled throughout a vast literature on Christianity and A ti-Semitism. In

his Mected Christianity the Canadian author Alan Davies notes the widespread currency of

"racist terminology" among French Catholics of the late 19th Century, drawing particular

attention to the activities of such nominal Catholics as Eduoard Drumont, who "stressed a

qualitative difference between Christian Aryans and non-Christian Sermtes. The one case of a

priest claiming that Jews could not be converted because of their racial traits was the cleric Emest

Jouin.12

In The Popes Against the Jews David Kertzer works his way through additional cases: of

an archbishop in nineteenth Century Moravia who was asked to resign because of his Jewish

extraction; of an eighteenth Century French priest's propagating Images of "physically other"

Jews, of a seventeenth Century "notorious Jewish convert" employed at the Vatican who claimed

that baptism could not eure Jews of their foul smell. He also notes that a cofounder of the Jesuits'

Civilta Cattolica alleged the e istence of a Jewish race in the 1880s. But these cases are scattered

through time and space and one has to wonder at their significance. They also tend to fall within

an earlier era, when the word "race" had a broader, less biologically tinged meaning. But given

the "given the level of hostility against Jews inculcated by the Church" Kertzer does reasonably

speculate that it "strained credulity to imagine that a people so demonic could be so easily

13
changed, that the person who until yesterday was Jewish could today be one of us."

For a variety of reasons, then, scholars have failed to ask how racism may have entered

Catholic thought in the early decades of the twentieth Century, when racial thought was at the

height of its populär influence and scientific respectability.14 In fact, influential Catholic thinkers

in Central Europe of this period did teach beliefs grounded in a mode   racist world view,

specifically, that Jews were a biological as well as cultural/religious group, and that the
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sacrament of baptism was powerless to alter their heretically determined being. In Geman-

speaking Europe religious and racial anti-Semitism had grown together fatefully and inextricably.

If, for a moment, one sheds preconceptions about the supposed power of the holy

sacraments for Catholics, the embrace of racism by Catholic thinkers hardly seems surprising.

The Holy See, contrary to what is often written, never forbade racist thinking. It never issued

explicit instmctions on how race was to be understood - that after all was a question for Sciences

other than theology. In 1938 Pope Pius XI issued a set of instmctions on the dangers of racism,

and these are often cited. What is less often noted is that these instmctions forbade "extreme

racism," but not recognition of the existence of races, and of their value. Just as nations were

thought of as an undeniable aspect of creation, and thus an undeniable part of God's plan for

salvation, so were races.15 As we shall see, there were those willing to deny the existence of

"pure races," but overwhelmingly the populär and scientific discourses within the Cent al Europe

of the time assumed the decisive force of race for shaping human history.16

In the 1930s to think of Jews as a racial group was a commonplace, and even Catholic opponents

of Nazi anti-Semitism spoke of a Jewish race.17 So did many Jews.18 But some leading Catholic

thinkers went further, claiming that Jews were not only essentially different from non-Jews, but

also arguing that this difference made them threatening and   paradoxically - inferior. What

made this Catholic racism especially confounding was that it supposedly recognized the

supremacy of the spiritual while in fact developing teachings that espoused the existence of

heritable traits among supposed racial groups, like the Jews, or the Germans. In a climate of

increasing impatience with theological "dualism," Catholic thinkers feil prey to the idea that the

spiritual and biological could be definitively linked. To them, alleged failings of the spirit among

particular groups of people - for example the Jews' rejection of Christ - came to appear
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historically indelible. Race became essential and mutable at the same time: a transgression today

in the city of God could have fatal and long-lasting consequences in the city of man.

Catholic thinkers were especially prone to mode   racism in German-speaking Central

Europe, where they desperately sought cultural relevance beyond their ghetto.19 For many of

them, the scientific discovery of race seemed to reconcile spirit to matter, and Catholicism to the

German nation. Of special interest was "blood" - a metaphor as resonant for the religious as it

was for racists - which seemed figuratively and literally to unite the individual with the collective

body [Volkskörper]. The rise and fall of communities bound in blood now permitted glimpses of

God's will at work in history. Suddenly, theologians could abandon dusty tracts of leamed

speculation and go out and preach to the faithful with an unprecedented certainty on the subject

of divine intention .

Leading minds of German theology were enthralled with the possibilities offered by a

racist Geschichtstheologie [theology of history] and soon their were bolstering their scientific and

national credentials with pronouncements on the divine favor enjoyed by the German Volk. Best

known and most troubling is Karl Adam, professor in Tübingen, and a thoroughly mode  ,

world-renowned interpreter of Catholicism - whose work is assigned in seminaries to this day.20

As a staunch Opponent of dualistic philosophy Adam emphasized the inviolability of human

sensuality and thus the human side of Jesus Christ; in a 1935 lecture he proclaimed that the "man

of the future" was "not the man who has renounced sensuous life, who has been divided and tom

asunder by the disastrous Opposition of body and spirit, of Bios and Logos, but the man who has

been restored to inner unity and wholeness."21 Like many of the generation of 1914 Adam was

an enthusiast of "community," a concept which, when understood in mode   racial terms, helped

overcome the dichotomy of matter and spirit and the "disenchantment" of modemity.22 Race and

culture like body and spirit were inseparable and Christians were bound to venerate both.
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Practically that meant that the German Volk incor orated the mystical body of Ch ist, and that

Adolf Hitler must be recognized as the savior of the "diseased [German] national body," the man

who could restore Gem any's "blood unity" (Bluteirrheit).23 Düring World War II, Adam spoke

of the need for Catholics to embrace Ger an culture more fully: as his biographer Robert Krieg

has written "according to Adam, since Catholicism respects every particular culture and

expresses its universal traths in local for s, Ge an Catholics should enter more Mly into their

nation's world view."24

His sort of racism did of course differ from that of Nazis and other racial anti-Semites for

whom Jews could never, regardless of how many generations, lose their Jewishness. Yet the

difference was more a matter of degree than of kind, because in the historical context of the

1930s his views encouraged precisely the kind of ghettoization that proved a necessary stage in

the destruction of the Jews. Theologians like Adam blurred the boundaries between Nazism and

Catholicism, making them invisible to many believers. They also intensified the common belief

that Jews were fated to suffer - a belief that encouraged Christian passivity during the

Holocaust.25

If Adam lent theological authority to scientific racism, there were also Catholic

anthropologists and eugenicists willing to contribute cutting-edge scientific authority to Catholic

racism. Two stand out in the Central Europe of the 1930s: Viennese professor of Anthropology

Wilhelm Schmidt (1868-1954), and Berlin professor of eugenics Her ann Mucke arm (1877-

1962). Both were priests: Schmidt belonged to missionary order SVD [societas verbi divini], and

Muckermann was a Jesuit.26 They remind us of the influence that valued experts can wield in an

Organization like the Catholic Church, where scientists of note were few, especially among the

clergy. As "scientific experts" they could bring racist thinking into the Church more stealthily

and effectively than theologians who lacked the authority to speak on race as well as theology.
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They were, to use a te  i coined by Ralph Jessen to describe professors with authority in political

and scholarly spheres, "dual citizens."27 As "Catholic" experts, each gave hundreds of talks and

wrote dozens of articles for populär Catholic audiences over the many decades of their public

lives.

Biographers agree on these figures' outstanding importance. Suzanne Marchand calls

Schmidt a "Catholic scientific impresario."28 Early in the Century he set up the premier Central

European anthropological joumal Anthropos, and became confessor to the last Habsburg

Emperor Charles. In the interwar years he founded a chair for Ethnology, and was placed at the
t

head of the Institute for anthropology at Vienna University, where he developed the so-called

Vienna School. He and his students controlled appointments in this disciplme for decades. In

1923 he so impressed Pope Pius XI that the latter subsidized a museum of ethnology at the

Vatican. Muckermann is regarded as decisive in acquainting Catholic opinion with "moderate

eugenic thought," and possessed considerable influence in Catholic elites active in welfare policy,

social work, and education.29 From 1927 to 1933 he acted as director of the department of

eugenics at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Anthropology, human genetics and eugenics in

Berlin.30

Among specialists, Schmidt is best known as an advocate of monogenesis, and for his  

insistence on an original act of revelation (Uroffenbarung). His early work focused on Africa,

where he established racial hierarchy among groups studied, though he imagined a reciprocal

relationship between environment and characteristics of human groups. Races arose in reaction

to specific environmental conditions, but once they had emerged, he believed races possessed

value, and he opposed racial mixing. Otherwise inferiority might be transmitted and races

degenerate. Among the racial groups of Europe he thought the Gei ans were a master race

(Herrenvolk). Regarding Jews, Schmidt wrote in 1934:
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This kind of transgression [i.e.: the rejection of Christ] can by itself distort the being of a

people; yet in the case of the Jewish people, the betrayal of its high calling has made this

distortion go very deep: corruptio optimi pessima. In punishment this people, as Christ

himself predicted, was driven out of its homeland. Almost two thousand years of

distortion and uprooting of its essence has then had a secondary but real effect on its

physical race. These racial effects...are not neutralized by baptism. For that, Jews will

have to work hard on themselves. [Converted Jews] may therefore belong to our number,

31
but not in the same way as our German racial comrades [deutsche Volksgenossen].

Earlier that year, the German Austrian Anti-Semitic League expressed thanks to Sch idt for his

view that baptism was poweiiess to undo Jewishness.32 According to Schmidt, Jews and

Germans had to be kept apart by means of "robust racial hygiene" in order to "isolate and expel

33harmful foreign bodies" from the German Volk.

Like Schmidt, Muckermann was an enthusiast of the northem race, to which he attributed

the "incomparable culture of old Greece." Anything of value in world histoiy was credited Nordic

influence.34 If Italy had a renaissance that was because of the "blood of the Lombards." If Spain

did not, that was because of the "modest Nordic influx."

For Muckermann blacks were an inferior race,35 and Jews were a "racial mixture of Near

Eastem and oriental genetic material," to which he ascribed "an ability to empathize with others

at a spiritual [seelisch] level." This capacity explained Jews' great success in business, literature,

acting, music, law, and medicine, esp. gynecology. Jews were especially adept at "steering

human passions." Though he valued Jews' "sense for maniage and family," like Schmidt he

36
opposed conjugual unions between Jews and Germans, because that would erode Germandom.
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In order to prese ve the "untouched, elemental nature of the German people" he wanted to "push

back racially foreign, particularly Jewish influence in the shaping of our culture."37

In faimess, it should be noted that both men opposed the sort of eugenics favored by

Nazis. Though Muckermann advocated the reproduction of "productive [leistungsfähige]"

human beings, he opposed so-called "negative eugenics": including abortion "for eugenic

reasons,"38 euthenasia39, and prohibitions on the maniage of the mentally retarded. He waffled

on forcible sterilization, however, first rejecting it, then accepting it, then subordinating himself

to church teaching, finally attempting a partial rehabilitation.40 In 1935 he wrote that the best

eugenics was not sterilization but rather: "eugenic upbringing and breeding [Erziehung] in

families which are genetically sound."41

If racism inescapably shaped the minds of Catholic experts, it also helped inform the

historical vision of the clergy, down to the local parishes throughout Germany and Austria. Even

priests who supposedly figured in the front line of Opposition to anti-Semitism in Austria before

the Nazi invasion, like the Austro-Hungarian Jesuit Bela Bangha, SJ, spoke of the "congenital

moral inferiority of Jews."42 Georg Bichlmair, a Viennese Jesuit who was punished by the Nazis

in 1939 for helping protect Jews, spoke earlier of the Jews' "evil genetic qualities."43 And Prof.

Alois Mager, who figured among the moderate voices in the Catholic milieu of Salzburg, spoke

of the "racial peculiarity" of Jews, whose rejection of Christ helped create a "spiritual attitude of

radical denial and Subversion."44

For many years defenders of the Church lamented the disappearance of a "hidden

encyclical" on racism commissioned by Pius XI, because of its supposedly unmistakable

condemnation of racist anti-Semitism. Recent publication of this document reveals a different

picture. A major author, the Gennan expert on race questions, Gustav Gundlach SJ, feil into the

thrall of racism as soon as he tumed his mind to the Jewish question. For their pari in Christ's
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death, "Jewry" [das Judentum] "gambled away their exalted historical calling once and for all"

and became separated by an "immovable boundary" from the rest of humanity. By tuming

"against their own blood" Jews had sacrificed their "communal life as a race."45 Through the

ages, the church acted correctly to enforce this "peculiar religious-social Segregation,"

(eigenartige religiöse gesellschaftliche Besonderung) and the Jews served as a frightening

reminder of what would happen to those who "abandoned the gift of the grace of true faith."46

Opponents of Nazism

Central European Catholics who had occasion to think of Jews as a group in the racialized

1930s imagined them as a race. And those few who wanted to escape meist anti-Semitism

confronted the almost impenetrable thicket of scientific and theological assumptions that has just

been described. Yet a few Catholics did venture away from the assumptions of their day toward

teachings that the Church now takes for granted: that Jews were not a "race" and that they were

not cursed by God. If reasoned argument seemed powerless against the racist theology of the

1930s, what drove these Catholics in new directions?

The best explanations are biographical. The Catholics who opposed anti-Semitism with

the greatest conviction were of Jewish origin. They stood honified as they watched the Nazis

erode their co-believers' faith in baptism - something that they had considered the bedrock of

their new theological home. Since they could not speak out from Germany proper after 1933,

voices of dissenters tended to emanate from German-speaking regions not under Nazi control,

especially in Austria. From 1933/34 to 1938 two Catholics of Jewish origin edited Jou  als

opposing racist anti-Semitism in Vienna: philosopher Dietrich von Hildebrand, and the priest

Johannes Oesterreicher. The former, a strong supporter of Dollfuss's anti-Nazi, anti-liberal, and
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anti-socialist experiment, entitled his weekly Der Christliche Ständestaat; the latter, düectoi of

the Catholic "mission" to the Jews in Vienna (Opus St. Pauli), called his bi-monthly Die

Erfüllung;.47 Another strongly anti-Nazi Catholic not of Jewish origin, the sociologist Emst-Karl

Winter, set up the Gsur-Verlag Publishing house in which Jews as well as Jewish converts

opposed racism and Anti-Semitism.48

Despite the hazards posed by Nazi spies in Vienna, these Journals and Winter's Gsur-

Verlag published articles and books up to March 1938. Their writings betray the tensions of the

time- on the one hand a desire to reveal how little was known about lace, on the othei hesitancy

%
to abandon the term; on the one hand a conviction that Jews should not he subjected to hateful

generalizations, on the other, a seemingly inescapable assumption that the Jewish people had

suffered historically for refusing the divine offer of salvation.

The most daring and original thinker among the Catholic anti-Nazis, Dietrich von

Hildebrand had grown up in a mostly a-religious environment of the Florence and Munich

households of the sculptor Adolf von Hildebrand.49 He claimed to derive his political views from

philosophical principles gained in studies with (the Jewish convert) Max Scheler, the most

influential Catholic intellectual in Germany at the time.50 Hildebrand to continued studies with

Edmund Husserl, and was awarded the highest distinction [Prädikat opus eximium] for a *

dissertation on moral behavior.51

Scheler is given credit for originating the philosophical tendency known as personalism,

first populär among "non-confonnists" in France, and later transmitted to Poland, where it was

embraced by Karol Wojtyla.52 Above all, personalists rejected collectivist thou ht Syste s. A

person is not" wrote the leading French proponent Emmanuel Mounier, one coefficient a ong

others of a social arithmetic." Rather, a person was "a spiritual value... at the heart of all other

human reality."53 While personalism may seem hazy when evaluated for implications in the
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realm of politics, what it meant for an anti-Nazi Catholic philosopher was clear: rejection of

"materialism," emphasis on "spirit," and therefore relegation of "race" to a subordinate position in

the human Sciences. Hildebrand wrote that "racial characteristics cannot be shown to have any

clear effects on the intellect..." Racism had become possible only because of the mode  

tendency to "to deny the spiritual/intellectual [geistig] essence of the person."54 In his view

"grace" was the decisive factor in the formation of human personality.

What was the relation between races and peoples? Which category was more substantial?

Hildebrand wrote that national communities  Volksgemeinschaften  have "roots other than

race."55 In December 1933 his associate Ferdinand Frodl SJ agreed: "nothing can be said about

the gifts possessed by varying races, because we know nothing at all about the extent to which

biophysical racial characteristics relate to psychic peculiarities." For Frodl this uncertainty

extended to the idea of "people." What for example bound together the Jews was unclear, and

therefore the "Jewish question" remained open. In his lack of presumption Frodl differed

radically from Wilhelm Schmidt. And he suffered for his engagement: in 1944 the

Volksgerichtshof condemned him to three years imprisonment for attempting to smuggle

Information to a foreign country.56

For Frodl, the indistinctness of "race" and "people" suggested the untenability of general

Statements about the Jews. By contrast, Hildebrand was less willing to foresake generalizations

and insisted on the reality of the Jewish people as a spiritual rather than a racial community: from

biblical times to the present Jews had stood for humanity, as the "metaphysical people of all

humanity" [metaphysisches Menschheitsvolk]. To be anti-Semitic was therefore to be a hater of

humanity. Because the Jews represented all humans, Hildebrand drew the conclusion that any

other group would have rejected Christ: "every other people would have mocked, stoned, and

cmcified Christ...whatever the Jews did to Christ, whether good or bad, was in fact the answer of
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humanity."57 His idea of the Jews' singulär spiritual mission thus caused Hildebrand to undo a

mainstay of Christian anti-Semitism. It also caused him to reject assimilation.

Ironically, those who tumed to scripture for ammunition against racism found an abundance

of metaphors beloved by the racists - blood, seed, flesh, root, transplanting, grafting. And of

course they also found abundant references to Israel and to the "Jews" as a people. Scripture thus

afforded opponents of Nazism a chance to subvert racism in its own terms, and to overtum the

second major component of Christian anti-Semitism: the notion that Jews had been cursed for

killing Christ.

St. Paul in particular could be read as racist avant la lettre. In December 1933 Ferdinand

Frodl tumed Paul's proto-racist metaphors against Wilhelm Schmidt, who had used a public

lecture to speak of the "perversion of the Jews' inner being.. .as result of the punishment [of

killing and denying Christ." The "2,000 years have had a psychological effect on [Jews'] being,

and.. .cannot be undone by baptism." Frodl argued that precisely the opposite was true.

Comparing an olive tree to the people of God, Paul (Romans 11) likened Israel to the root: Jews

were far better suited to Christianity   the "new" people of God - than any other people.

Whereas Christians had to be grafted on as "wild branches," Jews would be "grafted onto their

own olive tree."58

In a 1936 article entitled "Paul and his People," Johannes Oesterreicher likewise used Paul's

proto-racism to tum the tables on Christian racists. Jews were the people "from whom, according

to the flesh, Christ came," the people whom Paul called his "flesh." Since God does not "repent

promises to His people," one could not say that Israel was "cast off." To the contrary, Paul insists,

"all Israel will be saved."59 Later, in his mature work, Oesterreicher, echoing Erich Voegelin,

argued that anti-Semitic racism grew out of a kind of election envy. But at that time he was also

arguing that races did not exist. One therefore sees him playing both ends of the racial argument
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at various times: the inveterate Opponent of racism was willing to adopt organic geneology when

it served his purposes.

Publisher, sociologist, and politician Emst Karl Winter, one of the most consistent anti-Nazis

operating in Austria in this period, also crafted arguments against the racists in racist terms,

though he drew more on his own speculations as a sociologist than on holy texts. On the one

hand he claimed that the "cultural foundations" of the Austrian "space" had been laid by

"prenordic.. .Dinarain, Alpine and Mediterranean" elements, remnants of which were still visible

in the Austrian peasantry. The "Nordic invasion" had thrown Austrian culture back by a

millennium. On the other hand he argued that the Austrian and Jewish peoples (Österreichertum

und Judentum) shared a "special affinity," because of common racial origins. According to him,

"Austrian rulers [Dynasten] were descended from Jewish kings." Furthermore, "Austrian culture

of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries was unthinkable without the positive role of Jews

[Judentum]." Victor Adler, Emil Steinback, Hugo Hoffmannstal, Arthur Schnitzler, Adolf

Sonnenthal and Joseph Kainz were all indelibly Austrian types [gehören unverlierbar dem

österreichischen Menschentum an] 60

Winter's reference to purported racial types shows the penetration of scientific categories into

populär understanding. If the existence of race was taken for granted - at least at the level of

original human races of prehistory - so were the words commonly used in racial textbooks to

describe racial groups and subgroups. Where Catholic anti-Nazis generally parted Company with

Nazi racial Science was in their unwillingness to accept clear links between racial and mental or

spiritual types. They argued that while race was real, Science had not fully exposed the relation

between racial type and human character. At least not yet. But because of the underlying

assumption of the power of race, a number of writers were tempted to speculate nonetheless:

Science may as yet have failed to bring group traits into precise focus, but the broad outlines of
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racial and national character were visible, and could be explained only through race or categories

like race.

One such writer was Winter's collaborator Walter Berger, a convert from Judaism to

Christianity who penned several axticles and a book on the race question in the 1930s. How he

became an "expert" on the matter is unclear: his doctorate seems to have been in philology, and

after emigration he taught Gennan literature in English public schools. Nevertheless, his 1936

book What is Race? was reviewed positively in Austria, Czechoslovakia, and Switzerland.61 His

thinking on race is remarkable for critical recognition of the term's limitations on the one hand,

but stubbom insistence on maintaining its usage on the other. He wrote that "special original

types" once existed - for example Nordic or Mediterranean races - but that these could not be

grasped through scientific methods. Still, he was certain that one could "intuitiyely" perceive a

relation between physical type and "spirit." For example, "something of the soul is related to the

Nordic body type."62 For him the most important collectivity was the Volk - a people with

shared mentalities and modes of expression. In a given historical moment the unity possessed by

a Volk overwhelmed the racial components that went into it: in effect, it began forming a new

racial group. Thus people of "Dinarian" or "Ostisch" blood might come to share the "same

Austrian gesture." (203) He used the word "artgleich" to describe this unity, a word that was also

populär with biological anthropologists, and came to mean something like "of the same species."

In 1938, Berger fled Austria with his wife and two children and later entered Service in the

British army. In wartime correspondence with Emst Karl Winter - an exile in New Jersey -

Berger recalled his work on race as opposing Nazi ideology.63 But despite   or perhaps because

of - its subjective intent, this work seives to remind us of the difficulties of escaping the

gove  ing views of his era. Because of Berger's belief in the hereditability of personal

characteristics, he failed to break lose from the intellectual substratum of racism. In his writing
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"Volk" acquires the characteristics of race, in a sense lending the Nazis' own confused

understanding even greater force. The Nazi leadership, after all, never attempted an authoritative

study of the racial composition of their own people: for all the talk of "Aryans," the real master

people in Germany were the "Germans."64 Berger even conjured the existence of a "people's type

f olkstvpV'. which constituted the beginning to a "new kind of race." This "type" contained the

odd mi ture of the instinctual and scientific that was typical of the racist discourse of this period:

the new Volkstyp is expressed "by a special something which one can see, especially when one is

abroad."65

Berger's underlying racism becomes confoundingly apparent in his writings on Jews. In

accordance with the findings of anthropological Science Jews were not a race, Berger asserts, but

then he quietly re-racializes them by aver ing that religion had kept Jews apart and united. Over

centuries of isolation a "behavior pattem" emerged constituting a "Jewish way": "extreme

intellectualism, an abnormally well developed sense for commerce, abnormal ambition,

relativism." Jews' preexisting "genetic make-up" had been "highly cultivated" to produce

characteristics that "would not disappear ovemight,"   even after baptism. (210) The Jews' "in-

between state" (Schwebezustand) Berger criticized as "unhealthy, forever spawning to new

catastrophes." (209)66

Having liberally indulged in generalizations that reveal the imprint of Christian anti-

Semitism on the Jewish convert, Berger then told the reader what separated his approach from

that of the Nazis: the "Jewish genetic make-up [Erbmasse] has its drawbacks, but not more than

is the case with other peoples.. .in regard to inbom immaturity and sinfulness there is no  better'

or 'worse.'" Walter Berger showed that a mind opened to the basic category of "race" quickly

filled with personal and public prejudices, even, paradoxically, while denying that races continue

to exist. Racial thinking simply translated epistemic arrogance into the new categories, be they
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people or nation. The Word "ethnicity" did not belong to the common parlanoe of Central

Europe. In Oesterreicher, pride in ancestry tended to overwhel  such triumphalism, and  erhaps

in his case was intensified by the guilt of convert.

Those rare theologians who refused to enter the terrain of racial Science woun  up at

positions more eongenial to our present temperament. In such cases, pre-modem Sentiments

translate more easily - if not directly - into our current sensibilities. An example is t e French

Franciscan B. Lacombe,' who wrote on the Jewish question in Hildebrand's Christliche

in 1936. In his view the "Jewish question..,as a mode   daily Problem ofpoht.es,

culture, and sociology...is exclusively a this-worldly concem...Therefore Catholic theology m

the strict sense and the Jewish question of today h.ve nothing to do with each other." Lacombe

did not absolve himself of all concem for the matter: in fact he viewed the question as supremely

ethical. The  Jewish question" belonged in the realm of moral theology, where one could found

"binding Church decisions about anti-Semitism." Lacombe's conclusion was impatiently terse:

"Anti-Semitism belongs in the confessional booth   that is its relation to theology.

Lacombe did not belabor scripture nor did he speculate on manifestations of God's will

history:  to approach the Jewish question as  punishment of God' is not some mystical way to

gain a profound understanding of the 'problem,1 but rather a shallo  mystification of sms we

ourselves have committed."67 The very notion that there was a Jewish "problem" was itself an

outgrowth of sinfulness,68 of the "inadequacy of human nature.  And the "blood and power,

hatred and domination" to which anti-Semites appealed, were the "fruits front which one could

recognize the weeds" out of which they drew Inspiration. Race, whether or not it existed, should

not divide people:
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Politicians who imagine blood as some special nectar are the children of Mephistopheles.

C ristians love God too much to he afraid of any race, and the 'yellow peril' or the 'Jewish

question' are problems of a humanity that is estranged from God... When they cease being

brothers in God, humans become a danger for each other. Whites and Aryans are a

terrible danger for other peoples, and in Japan and China the "Jewish question" translates

into "hatred of foreigners" and "Boxer rebellion."

Lacombe used words like "Aryan" and "race" uncritically because his charge as theologian was

not to deny or affirm the realities lying behind such words, but to make clear that whether or not

they e isted, the Church belonged on a different plane. Nothing could distract the believer ffom

the sinMness ofhati-ed and fear.

Lacombe's refusal to engage "history" and "politics" did of course leave the door open to

absolving the Church of fomenting Anti-Semitism.69 This is a door that Dietrich von Hildebrand,

a man similarly hostile to modern times, whose Journal had translated Lacombe's essay, was

eager to enter, as were his collaborators (including Jacques Maritain) in a composite essay

published in New York in 1937. For them, anti-Semitism was e clusively an outcome of the

secular mode   age, and had no relation to Christian tradition or teaching. The authors leapt at

the chance to use a critique of Anti-Semitism to emphasize their displeasure with the age in

which they lived:

Secularism, however, can also bring about (indeed it has already done so) the most

vehement attacks against the Jew. This must be the case whenever mankind is not considered

as a unit conditioned by reason, but when reason, humanity and honor are tied up with a

certain 'blood,' when race is something that belongs to humanity as a whole and a certain race
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to a particularly high type of humans. In such views the Jews appear as representatives of an

'anti-race' i.e., they are the bearers of a blood composition which makes them the foes of true

humanity, the destroyers of healthy and noble racial and national components with their

dependent creations; taken in the widest sense, ffom politics to lyrics. Conse uently, it is

said, that they have to he placed under special laws which, accoiding to these anti-Semites,

70
will prevent the Jews from e ercising their disintegrating and dissolving influence. (23)

In defense of the authors one might say that the first step to overcoming tradition is to deny that

tradition exists. And though potentially an apology for Christian anti-Semitism, this appioach

does provide a strong intellectual basis for opposing Christian racism. At this point in histoiy

scrutiny of Ch istian scripture for the seeds of Anti-Semitism was a rather new art. In Centi al

Europe, as a first step, those who sought to overcome Christian anti-Semitism denied that

Christianity could he anti-Semitic.

Among the most remarkable approaches of this sort was a short piece of the Gennan

theologian Annie G. Kraus - a convert to Catholicism who later worked with Karl Rahner -

entitled "Religious Anti-Semitism," which appeared in Der Christliche Ständestaat in 1934. In a

novel interpretation of tradition, she argued that Catholicism, unlike Protestantism, was and

always had been "absolutely resistant" to anti-Semitism. Like Oesterreicher she viewed as

mythical the idea of purely religious - or purely areligious - anti-Semitism. She wrote that the

Nazis often claimed to he scientific while at the same time deriving legitimation from scriptuie.

Unlike Protestantism Catholicism had refused to sanction the Separation of the Old from the New

Testament. Furthermore, Catholicism, with its focus on good works and belief in active charity,

was less likely to tolerate anti-Semitic acts. Amazingly for the time, K aus admitted the errors of

the Church in the frequent overzealousness to convert: this practice violated the teaching of St.
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Thomas Aquinas that one may not prematurely anticipate [vorgreifen] the will of the Almighty.

Indeed forcible conversion was evidence of the converter's own lack of faith. She concludes with

72
the extraordinary Statement that the "Jews are the last hope of the world."

The full text of Kraus's pioneering Statement is contained in Oesterreicher's papers at the

library of Seton Hall University: it seems to have been one of the few things he managed to

salvage after his last-minute flight from Paris in June 1940. After the Gestapo had sought him

there in vain - he had been broadcasting radio Statements in German to the Wehrmacht

condemning Nazi teachings - they then confiscated and destroyed Stores of his own mature

Statement, the book Racisme antisemitisme, antichristianisme, recently published in French from

a German translation.

Oesterreicher had taken up residence in Paris after fleeing Austria in 1938. He had time

to read and think systematically, and concluded that racism and anti-Semitism, were inseparable,

one implied the other. For his book he pulled together the most radical strains from the French

milieu, and combined them with all that he had leamed from his base in Vienna in the previous

decade. There he had culled perspectives from his birthplace in the Czech lands, but also

cultivated contacts extending to Rome (the Dominican peace activist Franziskus Stratmann),

Zürich (Richard Coudenhouve-Kalergi, Karl Thieme, Waldemar Gurian), Katowice (Eduard

Pant), and Paris (Jacques Maritain). His book also integrated extensive - and for the time

e traordinarily enlightened - Statements of American bishops on race and anti-Semitism. As

such it united the most progressive - if not mode   - thinking in Catholicism of his day on the

race question, and brought it to a synthesis.

After taking apart the contradictions of Nazi racism - for example, Hitler's confusing of

species and race in Mein Kampf - ("can one enter into a discussion with such nonsense?"), he

considers the "Negro, "for racists obvious evidence of the substantial differences between races.
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How was one to e plain that the "intellectual niveau" of blacks has remained lower than that of

whites? Drawing upon the American literature Oeste reicher concluded.

This has nothing to do with a consubstantial inferiority. Rather, in many cases the

differing niveaus a e a result of climatic conditions, in otheis, they result ffom the

treatment that Negroes have endured from a social point of view... It would be false to act

as if the civilization of white peoples is in every regard superior to that which Negroes

would create if they lived in the similar geographic circumstances.

Years of study had taught Oesterreicher how few definitive answers anthropology could

deliver. Civilizations differed: in some ways, some were superior, in other ways, they were

inferior: "that is all that one can say. In reality, no race exists."73 For the time, that was an

extraordinary Statement   whether from churchmari, scientist, 01 layman.

Like Hildebrandt, Oesterreicher emphasized the value of the individual person, something

that was obliterated in racist thinking: "The fundamental error of racism consists in the fact that it

considers humans only as elements of a race.. .[yet] a human is never an undifferentiated membei

of a group. [Actually] a human is always and above all an individual, he is a person." Why did

people succumb to this error? His basic answer was the sin of blasphemy: "The  Aryan' man feels

himself called to be the creator and master of the world which he imagines exists for his own

glory.. .the racist folly is a rebellion against God who on Sinai gave.. .his commandments to the

people of Israel and to all of humanity: 'I am the Lord your God. You will have not gods befoie

Me...' [thus] the myth of superiority of the 'Aryan' race.. .in the end is a protest against the

election of Israel."76 In Oesterreicher's view, this rebellion necessarily led to hatred of Christ,

both as Son of God and as Jew; the "world" was "scandalized" by the fact that "God became man
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and our brother as member of the Jewish people, of God's people." Thus, all persecution of Jews

"touches" Christ.77

Oesterreicher demonstrated in case after case how anti-Semites in the end tumed their

fury against the Catholic Church. Alfred Rosenberg said in 1938 that the Church was the most

dangerous enemy of National Socialism.78 He wrote that the redeemer's offering of his life for

humanity was a "Semitic" doctrine. Faith in redemption was "Asiatic" or "Syrio-Judeo-alpine.

Oesterreicher cited a case ffom Linz in 1933 in which Christ as a Jew was hanged on a swastika,

as well as an incident from Cologne in 1934, in which "Die Like a Dog Christ!" [Christus

verrecke] was written on Churches. There was another story from Germany in which a Catholic

79
boy refused to genuflect before a crucifix, demanding: "first get rid of the Jew!"

Oesterreicher refused to say which kind of hatred was primary: did Anti-Semites hate

Jews because they hated God, and wished to defy Hi   in light of the favor willed upon the Jews,

or did they hate God   Christ - because he was Jewish? For him, the two kinds of hatred were
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inseparable: "Hatred of Christ is the hidden source and the ultimate effect of hatred of Jews."

For Christians it was therefore an illusion to believe that anti-Semitism did not concem them. In

fact, racist anti-Semitism was a basic test of politics and character: "teil me what you think of the

81
myth of blood and of race, teil me your attitude toward Jews, and I will teil you who you are.

One ignored this matter at one's own peril; in private correspondence, Oesterreicher agonized at

the silence of the Pope, and his attempts to "curry favor" with Hitler.82

Non-simultaneity

A study of Catholic racism involves excursions to various planes of analysis, and they do

not relate to each other according to any simple logic. Rather, they bring to mind Emst Bloch s
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notion of "non-simultaneous historical development" [Ungleichzeitigkeit]: the political does not

match the scientific which does not match the theological. The most mode   theologians and

scientists became inveterate racists, while Nazism's most courageous opponents counted among

their number monarchists and neo-scholastics. They unfolded campaigns for peace and against

racism not from secure democracies, but from a place that had slid into authoritarianism and

eschewed parliamentary rale. It called itself a Christian corporatist state, but is known to us as

Austro-fascism. A former Jew worked tirelessly from the Capital of this "fascist" state to convert

Jews to Catholicism - a deeply anti-Semitic enterprise - and thereby helped lead his Church

away from poisonous theological images of the Jew it had espoused for centuries. That Vienna

might have stir ed revolutionary thinking in the Church seems almost inconceivable in the

boundaries within which these matters are presently imagined: it was af er all the birthplace of

Lueger's Christian Socialism, the place whose diverse streams of contempt nurtured the delusions

of Adolf Hitler.

What can be said about the theological fonnation of Nazism's Catholic opponents? How

could theologically minded Catholics escape the tangle of heinous assumptions about Jews that

were widespread in the 1930s? The first thing to note is that no relation existed between

theological "modemity" and propensity to oppose racist anti-Semitism. More mode   thinkers

were not necessarily more tolerant. We saw above the intense desire for social and political

relevance that took grip of German Catholics in the isolation of the Kulturkampf. After the

lacerating traumas of World War I many German Catholics also wanted a Church that spoke

directly to the concems of the mode   world. In "liturgical" as well as "youth" movements, they

tried to "experience the reality of the church in a new way, a lived reality in which they took

part." The great slogans of the time: "We are the Church" and the "Church is coming alive in our

souls" reflect an insistence on palpable religiosity and a rejection of the dusty formalism and
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rigorous theological truth Statements that had alienated many Catholics of the prewar Church.83

Precisely enthusiasts of the new "liturgical movement," with their skepticism of reason, were

prepared to embrace the irrational, the vital, and the organic. Some, like Ildefons Herwegen, Karl

Adam , and Robert Grosche, built bridges to the Nazis. But there were also left Catholic

milieus in Germany, hopeful of a more democratic church, who stood in Opposition to the Nazis.

One charismatic thinker in this group even advocated tolerance toward Jews in a piece published

in early 1933.86

After this date his and other voices were silenced in Germany, and open discussion among

German Catholics moved southward to Dollluss's Austria. Some of those who found their way to

new positions on Jews did so ffom a neo-scholastic insistence upon the separateness of the

supematural and natural, and a refusal to entextain the speculations of Geschichtstheologie about

God's place in nature. They resisted what Herbert Vorgrimler has described as characteristic of

modern theology, namely a "strenger tum toward earthly reality"87 This was most obviously tme

of Father Lacombe, but also of Dietrich von Hildebrand, for whom ethical nox s overrode all

temptations to fit himself into the spirit of a time. For him spixit was personal, and what he called

"respect for the person" an absolute value. This contrasted to the demands of the liturgical

movement that mode   men surrender their individuality.88 Yet as we have seen, some Viennese

Anti-Nazis went beyond Geschichtstheologie to a positive assessment of Jews as a race that

continued to enjoy divine favor, while at the same time calling themselves anti-racists. The best

case is Johannes Oesterreicher. We seem to have a theological opportunism caiTied by an u gent

desire to counter the Nazi ideology entering the Church.

Which Strands of theological preference led to Vatican II? All did, but not in predictable

combinations. both Oesterreicher and Karl Adam were invited to its deliberations, while Dietrich

von Hildebrand feit deeply alienated. Yet his thought has not become irrelevant: the Gexman
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theologian Joseph Ratzinger, once an enthusiast of the Council and the Churc  as "people of

God" and as Benedict XVI now a skeptic, has called Hildebrand "most prominent" among the

89
Catholic intellectuals of our time.
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Perhaps it makes no sense to try to correlate political and theological preference.

Hildebrand's followers portray his Opposition to National Socialism as a "strict consequence of

his philosophy" - just as Heidegger's sympathy for National Socialism supposedly flo ed

logically from his philosophy. They trace Hildebrand's anti-Nazism to his "personalism and

consistent rejection of "any form of relativism and positivism."91 One wonders, however,

whether Hildebrand's Opposition to Nazism and racism derived so completely from philosophical

principles, and whether his personal history, in particular the cosmopolitan atmosphere of his

father's home, might not constitute equally important background. Personalism, after all, far

. , 92

fi-om insulated its Polish and French counterparts from anti-Semitism.

Hildebrand's engagement was also personal: like many Cathohes who became mvolved m

Christian-Jewish affairs, he was of Jewish background. At the First Vatican Council m 1870 the

brothers Lemann - Jews who had become Catholics and priests - presented a draft declaration on

relations between Church and Jews stating that Jews "are always very dear to God because of

their fathers and because Christ has issued from them according to the flesh." This was an

initiative "without precedent."93 A half Century later, the Dutch nun and convert Maria Francesca

(originally Sophie) Van Leer, formerly an anarchist, founded an initiative with two Dutch priests

favoring greater understanding called "Amici Israel."94 They demanded an end to calling Jews

"deicidal," to targeting them for "conversion," - they preferred speaking of "retum" - to

proclaiming their "inconvertibility," and to speaking without respect for Jewish ritual; rather, the

urged Catholics to underscore the special love of God for the people of Israel, and the

pennanence of this love - "according to scripture." In the words of French scholar Menahem
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Robert Macina, the association's ideas amounted to a "rupture with the spirit of the times,"95 This

initiative was closed by the Vatican in July 1928, for reasons that have yet to be disclosed.96 At

the time of suppression the association counted as members several thousand priests around the

globe, including nineteen cardinals.

In 1843 the French convert Theodore Ratisbonne set up a congregation devoted to

promoting further conversions: the order of Notre Dame de Sion. By the 1950s, several of its

younger members had begun to,devote energies to fürthering understanding and friendship

between Christians and Jews. Especially remarkable were the activities of the converts Geza

Vermes, Paul Demann and Renee Bloch, who led a campaign from their Paris Offices against

97Catholic textbooks teaching hatred of Jews.

When in 1960 a Secretariat for Christian Unity was created during preparations for

Vatican II, two of three priests taken on as advisors in Jewish-Christian affairs were of Jewish

origin. One of them was John M. Oesterreicher, the other Gregory Baum, originally of Berlin.

The Cardinal in Charge of this section - August Bea - and the other priest - Leo Rudloff98 - were

also from German-speaking central Europe - not coincidentally, because it was from their

homeland that the challenge of Catholic racism had emerged, and it was there that the urgency of

a response was best understood. By 1965 they produced a document that removed from Church

teaching anti-Jewish elements that had poisoned Catholic minds for centuries.

The role of former Jews in transforming Church teaching on Jews has not received

scholarly attention, perhaps because efforts were often devoted to eonversion, an enterprise

hostile to Judaism." Yet in the increasingly secular societies of early twentieth Century Central

Europe, this entei rise evolved in character. Force or threat of e clusion ceased to be options,

and Catholics were forced to make a "positive" case to would-be converts. A prerequisite was
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respect for the identity of t ose to be converted. Thus Oesterreicher devoted energies in his

conversion mission of t e 1930s to Clearing away falsehoods about the Talmud or Jewish ritual.

A second factor that becomes ap arent in the case of Oesterreicher is personal passion:

passion of the convert, brought to white heat by hypocricies among one's new brothers in faith.

Oesten-eicher became a man with a mission, and his mission was more to the Christians than to

the Jews. His inte  al correspondence notes with bitterness that some thought him unworthy to

dispense the sacraments: they would not receive the Eucharist from the hands of a Jew. Though

outwardly disciplined and loyal to the Church throughout his long life, he also made clear his

impatience with the silence of its leaders on the plight of the Jews.

Vienna, Europe, and Catholicism

Like the Führer of the Third Reich, Oesterreicher had come to know racist anti-Semitism

most di ectly on the streets of Vienna. More than personal biography was at stäke in his

extraordinary engagement in Christian-Jewish relations that spanned over sixty years. His

perception was also the perception of a place where a number of became alarmed at the rising

Nazi baibarism just over the border, and the infiltration of pro-Nazi sympathies into their own

milieus.

Existing liteiature makes Vienna   the city of Lueger and other formative anti-Semites -

seem an unlikely place for Catholics opposing racism. In a recent work sociologist Michael

Mann studies Dollfuss's Austria as one of five cases of a successful fascist movement in power.

Maik Mazowei has described this Austria as a place of "violent anti-Semitism" that was

pmsuing the goal of a Jude ein community."100 It may therefore seem surprising that almost a

million copies of a weekly combating Anti-Semitism were printed in Vienna in 1934 under the
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direction of the remarkable Irene Harand, a Catholic who founded a "World League Against

Racial Hatred and Human Need" in the Austrian Capital.101 Vienna was also a place with a

diverse and vibrant Jewish press, where the anti-Nazi circles around Hildebrand and

Oesten-eicher could function freely and with official support, and where Ernst Karl Winter

beca e a vice mayor. "Austro-fascism" did not merely tolerate, but encouraged the anti-Nazi

lesponse to e erge. Hildebrand and Harand made clear that the Christian corporatist state

provided ideal working conditions; for them, Engelbert Dollfuss was not a fascist but a martyr for

human rights - human rights that Weimar democracy had failed to protect.102 These facts are

obscured by Mazower's gloss on "Austrofascism" as "no less hostile to democracy and

parliaments than was Nazism." In the view of many on the left and the non-Nazi right,

"democracy and parliaments" had paved the way to Nazism.

In large measure Mazower is of course right. Dollfuss and his successors tolerated and

orten abetted a "quiet, creeping anti-Semitism."103 Still, coiporatist Austria was a place of

conti adiction, where a clear political ideology did not form. And contradiction produced change

in Catholic thought on the race question - probably more than in any other place in Europe. If

pro-Nazi sentiment and racism entered deeply into the Church, they also triggered a response that

came from deep within the Church.104 Catholic anti-Nazis in Austria confronted not only Nazis

writing in and deforming their own language, but far more disturbingly, they confronted racism

from within their own camp. Here we see the central dynamic of Catholic anti-racism: direct

awareness that the evils of Nazi "barbarism" had entered deeply into the heart of their own faith.

Catholicism was still one world: in his Christliche Ständestaat Hildebrand popularized the work

of Karl Adam, while confrontation with precisely this work intensified the anti-racist

commitment of Johannes Oesterreicher. In a letter of May 1939 to the theologian Karl Thieme he

cited with bitter o probrium words that Adam had published three years earlier: "our time goes
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deeper than earlier times, because the unity of the nation is founded not only in the spirit, but also

in the blood."105

The confrontation on race was therefore sharpest and most productive of change where it

was both inner-German and inner-Catholic. Within those two spheres the knowledge both of the

National Socialism and the implications of its beliefs was most direct; the unease over

compromise on matters of race the most urgent. Catholics in other countries may have written

that race was not determinative, not decisive, not the driving motor of history, but Johannes

Oesterreicher wrote that it did not exist.
' 

This perception was of course exceptional, and Oesterreicher knew well the racism that

pervaded populär beliefs about history and religion. Precisely for that reason he viewed

"religious anti-Semitism" as anachronistic. Because of the grip of racism on the populär

Imagination, Austrians who saw Jews as accursed could not help thinldng that this had some

imprint on their "racial" character as well. In Vienna, the mass acceptance of the reality of race

had made an obvious fiction of "purely religious" anti-Semitism. It is not a coincidence that the

Vatican II document Oesterreicher had a hand in drafting, Nostra Aetate, featured a

condemnation of racism immediately after a condemnation of anti-Semitism. His confrontation

with Nazified Catholics in 1930s Vienna taught him that the two were inseparable.  

If in Austria "religious anti-Semitism" had become anachronistic, that was not trae of

regions further East: practically no Catholic response conffonted the Anti-Semitism that plagued

Poland in this period. At best, the Polish Cardinal-Primate Hlond wamed his followers that they

should not enact physical violence upon Jews. Even the most liberal Polish Catholic writers of

the younger generation failed to ask the basic question: are Jews a problem? One sees in Poland

the power of discourse in the Foucauldian sense: a verkable conspiracy of circumstance and

stmcture limited Polish Catholics' abilities to think beyond given assumptions. The Jewish
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"generous" Catholic writers imagined emigration.

Polish publications lacked the intensity of debate that characterized the German region.

I  a sense the Nazis had done German Christians a Service by showing that traditional religious

hatred which demonized the Jewish people as a whole logically led to discriminations that were

de facto racist. Daniel Goldhagen cites a memorandum of a conversation of 1933 in which the

Nazi representative to the Holy See congratulated the Church for the practice of the Jesuits  

subordinated directly to the Pope - of excluding from their ranks baptized Jews, and the

descendents of baptized Jews. At that point the Jesuits had gone further in their discrimination of

Jews than had the Nazis. Goldhagen argues persuasively that this practice makes untenable

Claims for absolute Separation of Catholic anti-Judaism and racist anti-Semitism.106 In Poland,

Catholics did not face an Opponent who had indissolubly linked raeism and hatred of Jews.

Whether right or left-leaning, they argued that Catholics were free to engage in "Christian anti-

Semitism" as a form of "self-defense." Raeism was condemned as something un-Polish,

distinctively Teutonie.107 At the same time, Polish clerics employed references to Jews as

"foreign elements" that were implicitly racist.108 Doubts were expressed as to the powers of

baptism to transform Jews - but no one feit ealled upon to challenge these doubts. Polish

Catholics were not concemed about raeism as a threat from within their own culture: Nazism was

German and not Polish; therefore the engagement - for example on the racist legislation of Third

Reich or the "Kirchenkampf' - displays a certain distance and failure to question underlying

assumptions.

Until 1939, Polish anti-Semites' language ran parallel to - and occasionally ahnost

coincided with109 - that of the Nazis; thereafter, the two intersected and many Polish Catholics
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t em on their own soil the logical implications of their own beliefs.

Similarly, Italian Catholics treated racism as something at odds with their national

character, and not as a spur to reconsidering the socio-political consequences of anti-Semitism in

the modern world.110 From France we know of the role of Jacques Maritain in pushing forward

the boundaxies of Catholic thought toward people of other faiths. But despite strong interest in

the subject before the war, it was not until after 1945 that Maritain broke cleanly from the most

debilitating anti-Judaic stereotypes.111 When French Catholics wrote on anti-Semitism 01 xacism

they tended to treat the two separately.112 Their formulations feil short ofthose advanced in

Vienna in the pages of Die Eidullung or Der Christliche Ständesstaat. Three of the majoi works

published by French Catholics on the subject of racism - including Oesterreicher's - had been

translated from the German.113 Like Polish counterparts, French Catholics wrote without the

urgency of those directly under the threat of Nazi rule - a threat feit so keenly by those working

in Vienna and Zürich that they wondered where the Nazis were first likely to attack.

Even in the Czech lands Catholics did not feel the threats of National Socialism as keenly

as those in the German areas. In the years 1936 to 1939 the major Czech Catholic joumal,

Katolik, published but one piece on race. It was by Dr. Alfred Fuchs - a convert from

Judaism.114

The Viexmese specifxcity was also a matter of demo raphy. Further East, Catholics

intexpreted the size of Jewish communities - in some urban settings one third the population - as

ruling out compromise. The  Jewish problem" was thought to require a radical solution, and the

consensus on this matter was so overwhelming that one can count alte  ative views on the fmgers

of one hand.115 Further West and north (the Czech lands) Jewish communities were smaller and

the Jewish question not as prominent in the consciousness of Catholics. If anti-Semitism has



social bases then it was bound to be more a factor in areas where Jews were more socially

relevant. In that sense Vienna was a city of the center: where Jews were relevant enough to

concem nationally minded Catholics, but not so numerous that there was practically no

willingness to think of them as co-citizens.

Concluding Thoughts

What lessons can one draw from this stoiy of Catholic racism and its opponents? The

first pertains to the Church itself. There was no such thing as "the Church;" the bishops and

clergy as well as politically engaged Catholics spoke with many voices. In retrospect one might

imagine that precisely questions of race would have been settled, but in fact that the institutional

Church left huge spaces for Catholics to debate how they might discem divine will in history,

whether through nation, race, or other categories. And they speculated with passion. Not only

were there racists and anti-racists in the same church, but they could all eite the same Catholic

authors to support their divergent views.116 Diversity among Catholics of any given time is

matched by change over time. Critics are perhaps taken by the institutional Church's own

pretense of its representing unchanging wisdom. In the Jewish question one sees fantastic

transformation within several decades.117

A further caveat is in order: namely that Church members feit free to ally with those

outside the Church in pursuit of what they saw as the true faith. Oester eicher and Hildebrand

featured dozens of articles by Protestant, Jewish and non-affiliated writers in pursuit of their

arguments. The de facto ecumenism of this period has not been remarked upon - alm st

certainly because according the magisterium it should not have existed. Again scholars who take

the Vatican's word on the Church's substance risk missing important undercurrents of change.
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Both anti-racists and racists belonged to a dynamic, changing Church that embodied

tension and contradiction. What disturbed the former about the latter   and constituted racism's

real challenge when it entered the Church - was the way it combined the authority of mode  

Science with a sense of ultimate moral conviction.118 Catholic racism was German national (anti-

Roman), modern, appealed to subjective needs for community; provided the legitimacy of

theological Science; restored a lost feeling of certainty to morality, and recreated sense of

wholeness: it was extremely dangerous because it offered apparently unimpeachable, scientific

legitimation for anti-Semitism among those for whom religion remained important.119

The argument here is not that these anti-racist Catholics were numerous, representative, or

even influential in their time. So-called bridge builders, like Josef Eberle, publisher of Schönere

Zuk nft in Vienna, were far more influential. But racism's opponents represented what

theologian John Courtney Murray called the "growing end" of tradition; when one looks at the

history of the Church in last half Century, this was a strand in Catholic thinking that could stand

the test of time.

A ong the historian's challenges is to write of the lir ts of moral awareness in the past

without seeming to judge or to e cuse. There can he little doubt that "good-willed" or not,

Catholics of the 1930s lived in an intellectual context which made certain trains of thought

difficult to follow. Populär and scientific discourses suffocated questions about the reality of

race: it seemed an inescapable fact of existence, like physical dimensions or mass. Scholarly

studies have yet to approach a recreation of the populär consciousnesss of that time. We know

that anthropologists in the Anglo-American world were moving away from biological to cultural

concepts of community, but even a brief glance in the writing of the time from both sides of the

Atlantic betrays a jumble of beliefs we would now consider incompatible; this was a moment

between paradigms, for which - like Dollfuss's Catholic state - no sufficient description has been
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found. For example, Berkeley anthropologist Robert Lowie placed Hermann Muckermann in the

same camp as bis Doktorvater Franz Boas,120 while the American Jesuit John Lafarge - an

Opponent of racism who would later march with Martin Luther King, Jr. - cited Wilhelm Schmidt

121as an authority questioning the validity of the term race.

The war, and the genocide of the Jews, created a new context in which biological racism

became passe. In 1947 Muckermann was openly repudiating racism in what was becoming West

Berlin, writing for example "there is no scientific foundation for saying that the Nordic race is

God's highest revelation. Differences of race are only bodily. [Die Unterscheidungsmerkmale

sind rein körperlicher Art]."122 If earlier Muckermann had passionately opposed "racially mixed"

marriages, now he tolerated them, and became a member of the "society for Christian-Jewish

Cooperation." He was now partly seeing something that was crystal clear to Johannes

Oesterreicher before the first shot of war had been fired, and before the first transports of Jews

had been taken to the death camps - transports that came to include his own mother and father.123
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